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instead of a "faked" hostname, and to configure the DNS-server (in our case zone file), so that it always returns the fakes address? Thanks A: "faking a host name" just means using a fake host name in a config file. The

DNS server will look for records using that name as if it were a valid host name - and it will return answers based on those records as if that host name has a valid IP address. But you won't be able to use a fake host
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warnings; use Test::More; use FindBin; use lib "$FindBin::Bin/../lib"; use lib "$FindBin::Bin/../lib/XMLSchema"; use XML::Schema::Typelib; my $schema = XML::Schema::Typelib->loadfile("in_memory.xsd"); isa_ok $schema, "XML::Schema::Typelib"; for my $gtype (@types) { my $typelib =

XML::Schema::Typelib->new($schema); # Test get_gtype_name. is($typelib->get_gtype_name("int"), "int", "gtype name for int"); is($typelib->get_gtype_name("double"), "double", "gtype name for double"); is($typelib->get_gtype_name("string"), "string", "gtype name for string");
is($typelib->get_gtype_name("boolean"), "boolean", "gtype name for boolean"); } Hypertension and cardiovascular risk factor management in inner-city Pima Indians. The outpatient medical records of 253 non-diabetic adult Pima Indians were reviewed to determine the frequency of follow-up of hypertension and to
identify barriers to care. Drug treatment was appropriate in less than half the patients. Half of the patients in our clinic had blood pressure that exceeded 140/90 mmHg despite good adherence to drug therapy. Of those patients treated (N = 255), 87% had serum cholesterol greater than 300 mg/dl, and 30% had BMI

greater than 30 kg/m(2). Educational intervention to promote adherence to therapy and weight control should be undertaken
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